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Course analysis template
After the course has ended, the course leader fills in this template. This is an important part of
the quality assurance of the programme. The programme director decides whether the
template should be supplemented with further information/questions.
Course
code
4BP040

Course title
Communication in Bioentrepreneurship 1

Semester

Period
2022 September-October

3Credits

HT
Course leader

Examiner
Madeleine Lek

Anna Birgersdotter
Other participating teachers

Other participating teachers

Gabriella Ekman, academic writing
Number of registered students

Number passed after regular session
28

Response rate for course survey (%)
79

31
Methods for student influence other than course survey
Constant dialouge

Note that…
This analysis shall (together with a summary of the quantitative results of the students course
survey) be submitted to the LIME educational committee.
This analysis have been submitted to the LIME educational committee on this date:

1. Description of any implemented changes since the previous course
based on previous students' comments
From 2020:

1) One feedback was that it felt “empty” between academic writing workshop and
storytelling workshop- where it in 2020 was “free work”, thus I inserted a workshop
on common ground creation in 2021.
2) From 2020 it was clear that there was a lot of learning opportunity in the oral
presentations, so I prolonged the time from 2 hours and having the whole class during
one day to 5 hours and having one third/ day. This worked better both for class and
for me who had time to visit the bathroom.
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3) I took away the question session (on zoom) from 2020 as in 2021 we all met live. But
it seemed even harder for 2021 to follow the schedule and deliveries than for 2020 so
perhaps I should bring back.

2. A brief summary of the students' evaluations of the course
(Based on the students' quantitative answers to the course evaluation and comments.
Quantitative compilation and possible graphs attached.)
As a teacher, it is a bit hard for me to evaluate the data based on that the course has run twice, and the
students have a bit of different opinions. Students from 2021 had more problems with time management
and feelings of being overwhelmed. This could be because of

I think it is important not to stress students so I think the most important part is to
reduce workload on canvas and on workshops.

3. The course-responsible reflection on the course implementation and
results
Course strengths:
The storytelling and presentation techniques seems to land very well. I got feedback like
“Looking back on both the oral and visual deliveries, I think these two were the most
useful classes of this kind I have ever done so far."
Course weaknesses:
Students feeling overwhelmed because of too much work

4. Other comments

5. The course-responsible conclusions and any proposals for changes
(If any changes are proposed, please specify who is responsible for implementing these and a
time schedule.)
Change 1) Take away common ground creation workshop, use film developed for the sci fi
program and let students upload method of choice on miro platform as deliverable
Change 2) Downplay the academic writing work, let Gabriella read the papers before
workshop, expand workshop to include general feedback, let students work on their own
material during Gabriella’s session. Then no peer to peer feedback and no updating and
sending text in. Takes away some workload.
Change 3) include mentometer to recheck what information comes through to students at
every workshop
Change 4) Take away the cultural page on canvas
Change 5) The 2021 and 2020 listening workshop were to similar given their different
settings. The 2021 was live, and 2020 was hybrid. 2021 had had time to look at online
material and 2020 had not. Needs to be aligned and “tidied!” to better work live.
Change 6) Revisit articles that are included, take away some perhaps- or find reviews that are
easier to access. On this subject- also divide articles to “voluntary” or / and add reading
directions on what they should look for in each article.
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Change 7) Bring back the voluntary work at KI rooms for the team work- as it was easy for
me to walk to each group and answer questions. It seemed like there were questions around
the thematics that students did not approach me with.
Change 8) Perhaps bring back the “question session” each Friday that I had during the
pandemic.
Change 9) Revisit the discussion threads, some students of 2021 felt it was to many or too
hard to think about learnings and put them into practice, or that it took too long. I will think
about tweaking it differently. Like perhaps instead of discussion I will ask them to write a
tweet on a specific subject using a learning from the material.
The changes will be implemented by the course responsible when preparing for the 2022
verison of the course; summer and early autumn of 2022.
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